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ABSTRACT

Intended primarily for use in writing and editing
teaching materials, reference works, and nonfiction works in general,
these guidelines have been compiled to alert authors and McGraw-Hill
Book company staff members both to the problems of sex discrimination
and to various solutions. In addition, the guidelines reveal ways in
which males and females have been stereotyped in publications, show
the role that language has played in reinforcing inequality between
the sexes, and indicate positive and practical approaches in
providing fair, accurate, and balanced treatments of both sexes in
the book .company's publications. (711)
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GUIDELINES FOR EQUAL TREATMENT OF THE SEXES
IN McGRAW-HILL BOOK COMPANY PUBLICATIONS

INTRODUCTION

The word sexism was coined, by analogy to racism, to denote discrimination
based on gender. In its original sense, sexism referred to prejudice against
the female sex.
In a broader sense, the term now indicates any arbitrary
stereotyping of males and females on the basis of their gender.
We are endeavoring through these guidelines to eliminate sexist assumptions
from McGraw-Hill Book Company publications and to encourage a greater freedom
for all individuals to pursue their interests and realize their potentials.
Specifically, these guidelines are designed to make McGraw-Hill staff members
and McGraw-Hill authors aware of the ways in which males and females have
been stereotyped in publications; to show the role language has played in reinforcing inequality; and to indicate positive approaches toward providing
fair, accurate, and balanced treatment of both sexes in our publications.
One approach is to recruit more women as authors and contributors in all
fields. The writings and viewpoints of women should be represented in quotations and references whenever possible. Anthologies should include a larger
proportion of selections by and about women in fields where suitable materials are available but women are currently underrepresented.
Women as well as men have been leaders and heroes, explorers and pioneers,
and have made notable contributions to science, medicine, law, business,
politics, civics, economics, literature, the arts, sports, and other areas
of endeavor. Books dealing with subjects like these, as well as general
histories, should acknowledge the achievements of women. The fact that
women's rights, opportunities, and accomplishments have been limited by the
social customs
conditions of their time should be openly discussed whenever relevant to the topic at hand.
to

We realize that the language of literature cannot be prescribed. The recommendations in these guidelines, thus, are intended primarily for use in
teaching materials, reference works, and nonfiction works in general.
Nonsexist Treatment of Women and Men
Men and women should be treated primarily as people, and not primarily as
members of opposite sexes. Their shared humanity and common attributes
should be stressed -- not their gender difference. Neither sex should be
stereotyped or arbitrarily assigned to a leading or secondary role.
These materials may be reproduced in whole or in part without written
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1.

a. Though many women will continue to choose traditional occupations such
as homemaker or secretary, women should not be type -cast in these
roles but shown in a wide variety of professions and trades: as
doctors and dentists, not always as nurses; as principals and professors, not always as teachers; as lawyers and judges, not always as
social workers; as bank presidents, not always as tellers; as members
of Congress, not always as members of the League of Women Voters.
b. Similarly, men should not be shown as constantly subject to the "masculine mystique" in their interests, attitudes, or careers. They should
not be made to feel that their self-worth depends entirely upon their
income level or the status level of their jobs. They should not be
conditioned to believe that a man ought to earn more than a woman or
that he ought to be the sole support of a family.
c. An attempt should be made to break job stereotypes for both women and
men.
No job should be considered sex-typed, and it should never be
implied that certain jobs are incompatible with a woman's "femininity"
or a man's "masculinity." Thus, women as well as men should be shown
as accountants, engineers, pilots, plumbers, bridge-builders, computer
operators, TV repairers, and astronauts, while men as well as women
should be shown as nurses, grade-school teachers, secretaries, typists,
librarians, file clerks, switchboard operators, and baby-sitterS.
Women within a profession should be shown at all professional levels,
including the top levels. Women should be portrayed in positions of
authority over men and over other women, and there should be no implication that a man loses face or that a woman faces difficulty if
the employer or supervisor is a woman. All work should be treated as
honorable and worthy of respect; no job or job cnoices should be downgraded.
Instead, women and men should be offered more opt-tons than
were available to them when work was stereotyped by sex.
d. Books designed for children at the pre-school, elementary, and
secondary levels should show married women who work outside the home
and should treat them favorably. Teaching materials should not assume
or imply that most women are wives who are also full-time mothers, but
should instead emphasize the fact that women have choices about their
marital status, just as men do: that some women chooie to stay permanently single and some are in no hurry to marry; that some women marry
but do not have children, while others marry, have children, and continue to work outside the home. Thus, a text might say that some
married people have children and some do not, and that sometimes one
or both parents work outside the home.
Instructional materials should
never imply that all women have a "mother instince.or that the emotional life of a family suffers because a woman works. Instead they
might state that when both parents work outside the home there is
usually either greater sharing of the child-rearing activities or
reliance on day-care centers, nursery schools, or other help.
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According to Labor Department statistics for 1972, over 42 per cent
of all mothers with children under 18 worked outside the home, and
about a third of these working mothers had children under 6. Publications ought to reflect this reality.
Both men and women should be shown engaged in home maintenance activities, ranging from cooking and housecleaning to washing the car and
making household repairs. Sometimes the man should be shown preparing the meals, doing the laundry, or diapering the baby, while the
woman builds bookcases or takes out the trash.
e. Girls should be shown as having, and exercising, the same options as
boys in their play and career choices. In school materials, girls
should be encouraged to show an interest in mathematics, mechanical
skills, and active sports, for example, while boys should never be
made to feel ashamed of an interest in poetry, art, or music, or an
aptitude for cooking, sewing, or child care. Course materials should
be addrensed to students of both sexes.
For example, home economics
courses should apply to boys as well as girls, and shop to girls as
well as boys. Both males and females should be shown in textbook
illustrations depicting career choices.
When as a practical matter it is known that a book will be used
primarily by women for the life of the edition (say, the next five
years), it is pointless to pretend that the readership is divided
equally between males and females.
In such cases it may be more
beneficial to address the book fully to women and exploit every
opportunity (1) to point out to them a broader set of options than
they might otherwise have considered, and (2) to encourage them to
aspire to a more active, assertive, and policymaking role than they
might otherwise have thought of.
f. Women and girls should be portrayed as active participants in the
same proportion as men and boys in stories, examples, problems,
illustrations, discussion questions, test items, and exercises,
regardless of subject matter. Women should not be stereotyped in
examples by being Spoken of only in connection with cooking, sewing,
shopping, and similar activities.
2.

a. Members of both sexes should be represented as whole human beings
with human strengths and weaknesses, not masculine or feminine ones.
Women and girls should be shown as having the same abilities, interests, and ambitions as men and boys. Characteristics that have been
traditionally praised in males -- such as boldness, initiative, and
assertiveness -- should also be praised in females.
Characteristics
that have been praised in females -- such as gentleness, compassion,
and sensitivity -- should also be praised in males,
b. Like men and boys, women and girls should be portrayed as independent,
active, strong, courageous, competent, decisive, persistent, seriousminded, and successful. They should appear as logical thinkers,
problem - solvers, and decision makers.
They should be shown as
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interested in their work, pursuing a variety of career goals, and bott,
deserving of and receiving public recognition for their.accomplishments.

c. Sometimes men should be shown as quiet and passive, or fearful and
indecisive, or illogical and immature. Similarly, women should sometimes be shown as tough, aggressive, and insensitive. Stereotypes of
the logical, objective male and the emotional, subjective female are
to be avoided.
In descriptions, the smarter, braver, or more successful person should be a woman or girl as often as a rtio 4..r boy. In
illustrations, the taller, heavier, stronger, or more 1, Live person
should not always be male, especially when children are ortrayed.
3.

Women and men should be treated with the same respect, dignity, and
seriousness. Neither should be trivialized or stereotyp,..:. either in
text or in illustrations. Women should not be described by physical
attributes when men are being described by mental attributes or professional position.
Instead, both sexes should be dealt with in the same
terms.
References to a man's or a woman's appearance, charm, or intuition
should be avoided when irrelevant.
no

Henry Harris is a shrewd lawyer and
his wife Ann is a striking brunette.

The Harrises are an attractive
couple. Henry is a handsome
blond and Ann is a striking
brunette.
OR

The Harrises are highly respected
in their fields. Ann is an accomplished musician and Henry is
a shrewd lawyer.
The Harrises are an interesting
couple. Henry is a shrewd
lawyer and Ann is very active
in community (or church or
civic) affairs.

a. In descriptions of women, a patronizing or girl-watching tone should
be avoided, as should sexual innuendoes, jokes, and puns. Examples
of practices to be avoided:
focusing on physical appearance (a
buxom blonde); using special female-gender word forms (poetess,
aviatrix, usherette); treating women as sex objects or portraying
the typical woman as weak, helpless, or hysterical; making women
figures of fun or objects of scorn and treating their issues as
humorous or unimportant.
Examples of stereotypes to be avoided: scatterbrained female, fragile
flower, goddess on a pedest.al, catty gossip, henpecking shrew, apronwearing mother, frustrated spinster, ladylike little girl. Jokes at
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women's expense -- such as the woman driver or nagging mother-in-law
cliches -- are to be avoided.
no

the fair sex; the weaker sex

women

the distaff side

the female side or line

.the &iris or the ladies (when
adult females are meant)

the women

g411, as in:
check that.

I'll have my girl

1,
arty used as a modifier, as in
lady lawyer

I'll have my secretary (or my
assistant) check that. (Or use
the person's name.)
lawyer. (A woman may be identified
simply through the choice of pronouns, as in: The lawyer made
her summation to the fury. Try
to avoid gender modifiers altogether. When you ,must modify,
use woman or hi seal, as in:
11ssautcn TILeyaislan
n
, or
the airline's first female
21.1414

the little woman; the better
half; the ball and chain

wife

female-gender word forms, such
as authoress, poetess, Jewess

Placa: Foal Jett

female-gender or diminutive word
forms, such as suffragette,
usherette, aviatrix

suffragist, usherl Aviator (or
pilot)

libber (a put-down)

feminist; liberationist

sweet young thing

young woman; sal

co-ed (as a noun)

student

(Note:

Logically, co-ed should refer to
any student at a co-educational college
or university.
Since it does not, it is
a sexist term.)
housewife

homemaker for a person who works
at home, or rephrase with a more
precise or more inclusive term
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The sound of the drilling disturbed
the housewives in the neighborhood.

The sound of the drilling disturbed everyone within earshot
(or everyone in the neighborhood).

Housewives are feeling the
pinch of higher p ices

Consumers (customers or shoppers)
are feeling the pinch of higher
prices.

career girl or career woman

name the woman's profession:
attorney, Ellen Smith; Mari*
Sanchez. a iournaligt or
editor or business executive
or doctor or lawyer or agent

cleaning_ woman,

cleani, gUgy.,

or maid

housekeeper; house, or office
cleaner

b. In descriptions of men, *specially men in the home, references to
general ineptness should be avoided. Men should not be characterized as dependent on women for meals, or clumsy in household maintenance, or as foolish in self -care.
To be avoided: characterizations that stress men's dependence on
women for advice on what to wear and what to eat, inability of TORO
to care for themselves in times of illness, and men as objects of
fun (the henpecked husband).

c. Women should be treated as part of the rule, not as the exception.
Generic terms, such as doctor and nurse, should be assumed to include
both men and women, and modified titles such as "woman doctor" or
"male nurse," should be avoided. Work should never be stereotyped
as "woman's work" or as "a man-sized job." Writers should avoid
showing a "gee-whiz" attitude toward women who perform competently;
("Though a woman, she ran the business as well as any man" or
"Though a woman, she ran the business efficiently.")
d. Women should be spoken of as participants in the action, not as
possessions of the men. Terms such as pioneer, farmer, and settler,
should not be used as though they applied only to adult males.

yea

no
Pioneers moved West, taking their
wives and children with them.

Pioneer families moved West.

Pioneer men and women
pioneer couples) moved West,
taking their children with
them.
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e. Women should not be portrayed as needing male permission in order to
act or to exercise rights (except, of course, for historical or
factual accuracy).

Jim Weiss allows his wife to work
part-time.

Judy Weiss works part-time.

4.

Women should be recognized for their own achievements. Intelligent, daring, and innovative women, both in history and in fiction, should be
provided as role-models for girls, and leaders in the fight for women's
rights should be honored and respected, not mocked or ignored.

5.

In references to humanity at large, language should operate to include
women and girls. Terms that tend to exclude females should be avoided
whenever possible.

a. The word man has long been used not only to denote a person of male
gender, but also generically to denote humanity at large. To mmay
people today, however, the word man has become so closely associated
with the first meaning (a male human being) that they consider it ao
longer broad enough to be applied to any person or to human beings
as a whole.
In deference to this position, alternative expressions
should be used in place of man (or derivative constructions used
generically to signify humanity at large) whenever such substitutions
can be made without producing an awkward or artificial construction.
In cases where man-words must be used, special efforts should be made
to ensure that pictures and other devices make explicit that such
references include women.
Here are some possible substitutions for aim-words:

mankind

humanity, human beings, human
race, people

primitive man

primitive people or peoples;
primitive human beings;
primitive men and women

man's achievements

human achievements

If a man drove 50 miles at 60 mph

If a person (or driver) drove
50 miles at 60 mph . .
.

the best man for the job

the best person (or candidate)
for the job

manmade

artificial; synthetic, manufactured; constructed; of human
origin
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no

manpower

human power; human energy; workers; workforce

grow to manhood

grow to adulthood; grow to manhood or womanhood

b. The English language lacks a generic singular pronoun signifying he
or glia, and therefore it has been customary and grammatically
sanctioned to use masculine pronouns in expressions such as "one...
hl." "anyone...ha; and "each child opens his book." Nevertheless,
avoid when possible the pronouns has, his, and AEI in reference to
the hypothetical person or humanity in general.
Various alternatives may be considered:
(1)

Reword to eliminate unnecessary gender pronouns.

Ea
The average American drinks
his coffee black
(2)

Recast into the plural.

Ittit

The average American drinks
black coffee.
Most Americans drink their
coffee black.

(3)

Replace the masculine pronoun with one, ma, he or she, h- er or
his, as appropriate.
(Usejii or he and its variations sparingly
to avoid clumsy prose.)
(4)

Alternate male and female expressions and examples.
no

I've often heard supervisors
say, "He's not the right man for
the job," or "He lacks the qualifications for success."

I've often heard supervisors
say, "She's not the right
person for the job," or "He
lacks the qualifications for
success."

To avoid severe problems of repetition or inept wording, it may
sometimes be best to use the generic hp. freely, but to add, in the
preface and as often as necessary in the text, emphatic statements
to the effect that the masculine pronouns are being used for
succinctness and are intended to refer to both females and males.
(5)

These guidelines can only suggest a few solutions to difficult problems
of rewording. The proper solution in any given passage must depend on
the context and on the author's intention. Fo example, it would be
wrong to pluralize in contexts stressing a one-to-oae relationship, as
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between teacher and child. In such cases, either
using the expression
he or she, or alternating kt and Al, as appropriate,
will be acceptable.

ma

c. Occupational terms ending in
should be replaced 04never possible
by terms that can include members of either sex unless they refer to
a particular person.

congressman

member of Congress; representative (but CongressmaXach and
Congresswoman Holtzman)

businessman

business executive; business
manager

fireman

fire fighter

mailman
salesman

mail carrier; letter carrier
sales representative; salesperson; sales clerk

insurance man

insurance agent

statesman

leader; public servant

chairman

the person presiding at (or
chairing) a meeting; the presiding officer; the chair;
head; leader; coordinator;
moderator

cameraman

camera operator

foreman

supervisor

d. Language that assumes all readers are male should
be avoided.
Y-e-t...3

6.

you and your wife

you and your spouse

when you shave in the morning

when you brush your teeth (or
wash up) in the morning

The language used z..o designate and describe females
and males should

treat the sexes equally.

a. Parallel language should be used for women and men.
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the men and the ladies

the men and the women
the ladies and the gentlemen
the girls and the boys

man and wife

husband and wife

Note that Is_dx and sentlemark, wife and husband, and mother and father,
are role words. Ladies should be used for women only when men are be-

ing referred to as Aseatte. S,,ilarly, women should be called
wives and mothers only when men ere referred to as husbands and
fathers,.

Like a male shopper, a woman in a grocery store should be
called a customm, not a housewife.
b. Women should be identified by their own names (e.g., Indira Gandhi).
They should not be referred to in terms of their roles as wife,
mother, sister, or daughter unless it is in these roles that they
are significant in context. Nor should they be identified in teams
of their marital relationships (Mrs. Gandhi) unless this brief tom
is stylistically more convenient (than, say Prime Minister Gandhi)
or is paired up with similar references -o men.
(1)

A woman should be referred to by name in the same way that a
man is. Both should be called by their full names, by first or
last name only, or by title.
no

Bobby Riggs and Billie Jean

Bobby Riggs and Billie Jean King

Billie Jean and Riggs
Mrs. King and Riggs

Billie Jean and Bobby
King and Riggs
Ma. King (because she prefers
Ma.) and Mr. Riggs

Mrs. Meir and Moshe Dayan

Golds Meir and Moshe Dayan or
Mrs. Meir and Dr. Dayan

(2)

Unnecessary reference to or emphasis on a woman's marital status
should be avoided. Whether married or not, a woman may be referred
to by the name by which she chooses to be known, whether her name is
her original name or her married name.
c. Whenever possible, a term should be used that includes both sexes.
Unnecessary references to gender should be avoided.
IM1

college boys and co-eds

students
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d. Insofar as possible, job titles should be nonsexist. Different nomenclature should not be used for the same job depending on whether it is
held by a male or by a female.
(See also paragraph Sc for additional
examples of words ending in gm.)
no

steward or purser or stewardess

flight attendant

policeman and policewoman

police officer

maid and houseboy

house or office cleaner;
Servant

e. Different pronouns should not be linked with certain work or occupations on the assumption that the worker is always (or usually) female
or male.
Instead either pluralize or use he or she, and tthe or tIp.
no

Ltt.

the consumer or shopper...she

consumers or shoppers...they

the secretary...she

secretaries...they

the breadwinner...his earnings

the breadwinner...his or her
earnings sm breadwinners....
their earnings.

f. Males should not always be first in order of mention. Instead, alternate the order, sometimes using: women and men, Rentlemen and ladies,
she or he, her or his.

CONCLUSION
It is hoped that these guidelines have alerted authors and staff members
to the
problems of sex discrimination and to various ways of solving them.
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